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Influence of  açai fruits  (Euterpe oleracea Mart.) conservation on the acceptance of açai drink. 
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The açai drink is consumed habitually by populations of northern Brazil, but one of the major 
bottlenecks in the production of this drink is the seasonality of fruit production. Hence the needs to 
study the influence of cold storage on the transport of fruits from distant locations, such as the 
archipelago of Bailique (AP, Brazil) until the consumer centers. In this context, fruits collected and 
packaged under refrigeration and room temperatures were transported by boat for twelve hours and 
were subsequently processed in a mixer. Sensory analysis was performed in two consecutive days 
and the samples were stored under refrigeration. This analysis was performed by affective method 
with global acceptance (n=54) and the samples presented in a balanced way. It was used a hedonic 
scale with 9 points, ranging from like extremely (9) to dislike extremely (1). The results show that cold 
storage of the fruits affected significantly (p=0.002467) the acceptance of  beverages  in both two 
days of sensory evaluation. On the first day, the drink originated from fruits transported at cold storage 
received note 8 (liked a lot), while the drink from fruits at room temperature reached grade 7 (like 
moderately). On the second day of evaluation, the drink from refrigerated fruits received note 7 (like 
moderately) and drink from fruits stored at room temperature obtained note 5 (indifferent). Considering 
the type of preservation of fruits, no sensory difference was detected between the drinks from 
refrigerated fruits served on the two consecutive days, as well as no significant difference in drink of 
fruits transported at room temperature in this same period. It was concluded  that açai fruits collected 
in regions distant from the consumer center, but kept under refrigeration, produce a drink with a 
considerable acceptance level, and they could be an alternative for supply of raw material during the 
off season. 
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